Refrigeration User Guide
TR21H – Single Door Upright Fridge
TR21L – Single Door Upright Freezer
TR45H – Double Door Upright Fridge
TR45L – Double Door Upright Freezer
TR2H – 2 Door Counter Fridge
TR3H – 3 Door Counter Fridge
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Thank You
Thank you for purchasing your new MPS refrigeration unit. Our products should prove to be long
lasting providing you follow the simple instructions within this user guide.

Delivery:

Counter units are delivered on a pallet with the castors factory fitted; the unit will be fastened
to the pallet with plastic ties. Simply cut the ties to roll the counter off of the pallet ensuring
enough people are available to do this safely. Cabinets will be bolted to the pallet and will
require the castors to be fitted. To fit the castors, remove the restraining bolts connecting the
unit to the pallet, then pull the cabinet forward and fit the front two castors. Then lock these
castors and fit the remaining castors by tilting the cabinet forward. Ensure the castors are
securely fitted and exercise due care during their installation, ensuring the cabinet does not fall
over, taking into account the top heavy nature of the product.

Location: Cabinets/Counters should be located in a well ventilated area with a clear air space
around the condensing unit. They should be away from heat sources such as ovens and
heaters, avoiding air conditioning vents.

Loading: When storing product it is vital that an air gap is left around the product and vents

are not blocked. Food should be placed in the cabinet at the correct temperature, failure to
observe this rule may result in stored product’s temperature rising and increased energy usage.

Maintenance: The condenser should be cleaned regularly with a brush or vacuum to
remove dirt and dust. Failure to maintain the equipment could invalidate your warranty.

Controller: All controller settings, including the operating temperature, are preset and no
adjustment is required. Freezers are set to automatically defrost the evaporator coil on a
regular basis. Any water produced will be automatically cleared.

Initial Operation: If the cabinet has been tipped on its side during installation or delivery

it should be left to stand, in the upright position for 24 hours prior to being turned on. Once
turned on the unit should be left for one hour before being loaded with product. After power is
supplied to the unit the controller will perform a quick self test, then display ‘Off’. To turn the
cabinet on, press and hold the bottom right power button on the controller for three seconds.

Warnings: The cabinet features several alarms that will activate under the following
circumstances;

Symbol
DO
HI
LO

Reason
Door open alarm
Room high temperature
alarm
Room low temperature
alarm

Symbol
E1
E2

Reason
Probe T1
failure
Prove T2
failure

To cancel the audible alarm when heard, press the bottom right hand button. If, after a period
of time the alarm sounds again the problem may still exist. If it cannot be corrected please
contact your supplier.

Cleaning: The interior of the cabinet should be cleaned and sanitised regularly with

appropriate products, following the directions on the pack. No abrasive cleaning products or
wire wool scourers should be used at any time.
Door gaskets should be checked and cleaned regularly with a mild soap solution, ensuring they
are rinsed and dried afterwards. Worn and damaged gaskets should be replaced.
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